
Methods

We present a recent update to ENIGMA-Vis - a
portal that offers visual insight into 3D patterns of
genetic effects on the brain, and allows a user to
query, visualize, and navigate the GWAS studies
performed by the ENIGMA Consortium. The
portal has many functions:

(1) zooming into loci of interest and displaying
linkage disequilibrium (LD) data for top hits
using embedded LocusZoom plots,

(2) identifying brain traits associated with
variation at a specific genetic locus (PheWAS
analysis),

(3) interactive query and simultaneous display of
multiple GWAS overlaid, and

(4) texturing of P values and Z scores onto the
brain.

Background

Recent GWAS of brain measures have led to the
discovery of hundreds of genetic loci that are
associated with measures of brain structure and
function; the results are enriched in susceptibility
loci for psychiatric and neurological disorders,
offering insight into brain systems affected. The
high volume and continual updating of brain-
related GWAS data calls for tools that map the
effects of specific variants onto the brain, and
survey associated regions of the genome.
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ENIGMA-Vis: A Web Portal to Browse, Navigate & Visualize Brain Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS)

Results

The portal was recently updated with the most
recent data from the ENIGMA Consortium cortical
GWAS, which includes hundreds of newly
discovered genetic loci that are associated with
global and regional cortical surface area and
thickness.

Conclusions

The portal provides a set of tools to navigate, visualize 
and compare brain imaging GWAS. ENIGMA-Vis can 
be accessed at this URL: https://enigma-
brain.org/enigmavis and is complementary to other 
brain GWAS browsers such as the Oxford Brain 
Imaging Genetics Server (http://big.stats.ox.ac.uk).
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Visualization of a genetic region 
around rs62007727 with 

ENIGMA-Vis tools

https://enigma-
brain.org/enigmavis

The Seal and Shield
!e primary logotype for the overarching university 
identity combines the USC monogram with the Adobe 
Caslon Pro wordmark and the shield. 
 Regular- and small-use versions of both the seal and 
shield have been created to ensure the best quality re-
production. Size restrictions for each are detailed above. 
 !e shield exists as part of the o"cial university seal 
and is used as an additional icon throughout the identity 
program. !e only times the shield should be locked up 
with the wordmark or monogram are in the primary 
combinations shown at left. 

Color
!e o"cial colors of the University of Southern California, USC 
Cardinal (PMS 201C) and USC Gold (PMS 123C), are equal 
in importance in identifying the university. Precise matching and 
consistent use of the USC color palette is essential in reinforcing 
the university’s identity. Always reference the swatches in the 
USC identity guidelines binder or a Pantone swatchbook for 
color accuracy. 
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Informal Logotype (Horizontal)

Informal Logotype (Vertical)

Primary Logotype Combination

Primary Monogram Combination

USC Graphic Identity Program

1-color: USC monogram reproduces as 50% of black

Cardinal Background: USC monogram runs in gold and the 
wordmark reverses to white

Gold Background: USC monogram runs cardinal and the 
wordmark can either reverse to white or run black

Black Background: USC monogram can either run in gold or 
50% black and the wordmark reverses to white

Clear Space: The minimum required space around all logo-
types is half the logotype’s height on all sides as shown above. 

Small-use Seal: should be 
used for any application 
between 1.25 inches and 

0.75 inches wide.
Do not reproduce 

small-use version smaller 
than 0.75 inches.

0.75"1.25" wide

Regular-use Seal: should 
be used for any application 

wider than 1.25 inches.
For applications smaller 

than 1.25 inches wide, use 
the small-use version.

1" wide 0.25"

Regular-use Shield: should 
be used for any 

application wider than 1 inch.
For applications smaller 
than 1 inch wide, use the 

small-use version.

Small-use Shield: should be 
used for any application 

between 0.25 inch and 1 inch.
Do not reproduce small-use 

version smaller than 
0.25 inches wide.

Approved Color Combinations
Below are the approved color combinations for all USC 
logotypes. !e logotypes shown here have been speci#cally 
created for use across all media. Always use approved  
artwork. Do not attempt to typeset or create any logos  
on your own.

Do not string wordmark in one line when
combining with monogram. 

Unapproved color combination.  
Do not stray from the approved color combinations and 

alignments are prohibited

Light Gray
30% Black

Hex: #CCCCCC

PMS 201C

PMS 123C

Dark Gray
70% Black

Hex: #777777

Direct CMYK 
Conversion

C31 M88 Y51 K22
DO NOT USE

Direct CMYK 
Conversion

C0 M24 Y94 K0
DO NOT USE

Black
100% Black

Hex: #000000

Proper Bridge 
CMYK Conversion
C7 M100 Y65 K32

Proper Bridge 
CMYK Conversion
C0 M27 Y100 K0

White
Hex: #FFFFFF

Approved RGB 
Conversion

R153 G27 B30
Approved HEX:

#990000

Approved RGB 
Conversion

R255 G204 B0
Approved HEX:

#FFCC00
PMS 123C

Secondary Web Colors

PMS 201C

Primary logotypes 
are to be used most 
often throughout 
USC publications 
and collateral.

Formal Monogram Combination

Formal logotypes 
are to be used in the 
most formal academ-
ic applications such 
as certificates, legally 
sanctioned docu-
ments and formal 
invitations.

Do not reconfigure the 
elements of the logo.

Do not combine shield with  
any academic unit logotype.

Do not place the 
shield to the right of 

the monogram. 

Examples of Incorrect Usage

Informal logotypes 
are to be used in any 
informal applications 
that require more 
flexibility in repro-
duction, particularly 
when there are size 
constraints (small 
book bind, fabric, 
embroidery).

The University Identity
!is document provides the basic guidelines for the University 
of Southern California’s graphic identity program. !e key to 
the program is the typographic system of wordmark, monogram 
and contrasting color. To maintain consistency throughout the 
system, the USC graphic identity program prohibits the use 
of any additional iconography, marks or artwork outside of the 
approved university seal, shield and Trojan head (the latter to be 
used for spirit-related applications only). 
 For complete guidelines or to obtain a full version of the 
style guide binder, visit: usc.edu/identity
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